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discernment in a better and broader approach. Not to mention
the fact that they may, perhaps, bring about a transition from
natural ideas to practical concepts, even providing moral ideas
with a certain associative texture of the speculative findings of
reason *'.i
Schopenhauer says:
" By idea I understand every definite and established grade of
the objectif cation of will, in so far as it is a thing-in-itself and,
therefore, removed from multiplicity; such grades, moreover,
are related to individual things as their eternal forms or proto-
types".*
With Schopenhauer, however, the idea is plastic in char-
acter, because he conceives it wholly in the sense of what
I describe as primordial image; it is, however, indiscernible
to the individual, revealing itself only to the "pure Subject
of cognition ", which is raised above will and individuality
(§ 49).
Hegel completely hypostasizes the idea, and gives it
the attribute of the only real existence. It is " the con-
cept, the reality of the concept and "the one-ness of both ".5
It is " eternal generation ",4
Lasswitz regards the idea as a "law indicating the
direction, in which our experience should develop". It
is the " most certain and supreme reality ".5
With Cohen, the idea is the " self-consciousness of the
concept", the " foundation " of being5.
I do not wish to multiply further evidence to establish
the primary nature of the idea. These quotations should
sufficiently demonstrate that the idea is conceived also
as a fundamental, a priori existent factor. It possesses
this latter quality from its antecedent, the primordial,
symbolical image (q.v.). Its secondary nature of an abstract
 1	Critique of Pure Reason, p. 285.
 2	World as Will and Idea, transl. by Haldane and Kemp, voL i,
par. 25 (London :' Kegan Paul & Co.)
* Aesthetik, i,  138.   * Logic, iii, pp. 242 ff.    6 WirMMteit, PP*
152, 154-   * Logih, pp. 14, 18.

